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Best online casinos UK in 2024 from our experts


We help you find the best casino in United Kingdom. Online casinos must adhere to strict UK regulations to ensure fair and safe gaming. The best casinos provide an exceptional experience, with great user interfaces, huge game selections and many banking options. Take a look at the list below to discover the top online casinos in the UK.

Enjoy top-quality casino sites

This curated list will show you the top 10 UK-licensed online casino sites. You can use the filters to refine your search for UK-licensed online casinos sites in any category. We explain how we came up with the top choices based on feedback from players, testers and the gaming industry.

Learn more about online casinos

There are dozens of online casino sites available in the UK market, so you may be wondering how to choose the casinos above and how we managed to rank them in the order we chose. Here is a list of the main criteria and key features provided by the experts at csiss.org that you need to look for when deciding whether to play at an online casino or not. We want you to have the best online gambling experience in the UK. This section will only show safe casinos that are licensed by the UK Gambling Commission.

HELPS YOU FIND THE BEST CASINOS

Every player will have their own opinion on what the best online casino is. Our selection tool allows you to narrow down the list and find the best quality. You can adjust the results to meet your needs.

We work closely with casinos to provide accurate and reliable information. Our experts gather all the information and test them. Then, we rate and review the casinos to give you a complete experience starting with registration and ending with withdrawals. This is particularly important as we want to make sure that the casinos pay players.

We want to give you real information about the casino user experience, not hype.

Who is the "Top Online Casino"?

Each player has his or her own preferences for casino gambling. Each player has different casino preferences. We recognize this and strive to provide a fair and transparent account.

This page lists the best casino sites based on:

	Team. Our experts have lived and breathed the casino industry for over a decade. We use a combination of hard data and intuition to separate the wheat from chaff.
	Players. Check out the ratings and reviews posted by other members of the community
	Casino testers. Experienced players were asked to test the casinos using real money. We wanted to know their thoughts.
	Gaming industry. Check out which operators won the IGA and EGR awards galas.


You can return to our selection tool to browse our quick filters. These are the top picks from all these groups.

How to find the best online casino

1. How to find the best online casino

Here is a huge list of the top casinos. You can also add filters to refine your search and find the best casino for you.

2. See the user and expert reviews

You can find out what other users and experts have to say about the casino after you've chosen it. These users' personal experiences will allow you to see how the casino really is.

3. Go to the casino

Every review has a big, green "PLAY HERE" button. This will take you to the casino. If you have any bonus offers for this casino, it will activate them.

4. Register now and start playing

Registering an account is required before you can access the casino. Fill in all required information, and you're done. You can deposit money to your account, and then you can play the games that interest you.

Criteria to choose the best online casino

The team members have extensive experience with online casinos. We have played on hundreds of online casinos, created tools for casino selection and followed the industry's evolution. This experience enables us to confidently determine if a casino is worth their time.

It is important to have an original approach. However, before you can learn to run, it is essential to learn how to walk. A casino must offer a solid experience that starts with the basics in order to be on our list.

These are the things we look for when choosing the best casino sites in Britain:

	Safety and reliability
	Appealing bonuses
	There are many casino games
	Excellent usability on desktop and mobile
	There are many secure methods available
	Customer support via multiple channels


We'll show you what these criteria actually mean.

SAFE ONLINE CASICO EXPERIENCE

The British casino license sets standards for technical quality and fair playing. The UK Gambling Commission is the UK's gaming regulator. All the casinos listed are legal and licensed.

Online casinos that are trusted will take your safety seriously. These are the top indicators of safe online casino:

	Reputable casino licence
	Data encryption protocol
	Fairness in game outcomes and random number generators, (RNGs),
	Independent testing agencies can accredit you
	Secure and safe banking
	Responsible Gaming Tools


Peter Bassill, founder of Hedgehog Security, was asked by us how safe it is for UK players to gamble in UK casinos. He said that there is no unhackable online casino. However, the UK Gambling Commission generally believes that casinos licensed by it take their safety very seriously.

They use the most recent technologies for defense and undergo routine and periodic external security assessments with penetration testing companies.

Peter Bassill, Hedgehog Security

COMPETITIVE BONUSES

Many casino websites strive to be different by offering something extra to their customers. Nearly every UK online casino welcomes new players with bonuses.

They come in many sizes and shapes. Check out our Online casino bonus page to learn the basics. We have separate pages for each type of bonus, such as:

	No deposit bonuses
	Get free spins
	Deposit bonuses
	Casino Offers


QUALITY GAMES FROM THE TOP SUPPLIERS

Online casinos use different methods to build their game selections. Some sites are targeted at a specific audience, but most online casinos cater to all. You can find many types of games on these sites, such as:

	Online slots
	Table games
	Live casino games
	Bingo
	Lottery
	Scratch cards
	Crash games


These are all explained in detail on the Casino games page.

Suppliers are also important. Many casinos have huge libraries that include titles from many studios. These household names are worth your attention:

	NetEnt
	Evolution Gaming
	Playtech
	Microgaming
	Yggdrasil
	Quickspin
	Play'n Go


A complete list of game suppliers can be found on our Game suppliers page.

EASY TO USE ON DESKTOP OR MOBILE

Many players in the UK now access online casinos via their smartphones and tablets. Operators invest heavily in mobile accessibility. You can now play your favorite games anywhere, anytime.

You can access almost every casino from your mobile browser. Some mobile casinos have their own apps. Although it is not required, downloading the app can make your experience more enjoyable.

Go back to our casino list, and then use the Mobile casino apps quick filter. Top-rated mobile casinos offer separate apps for Android and iOS.

REAL MONEY BANKING FOR WITHDRAWALS & DEPOSITS

The best internet casinos offer many methods to transfer money. They also have the lowest transfer fees. There are many no-fee PayPal casino options for UK players.

Are you unsure if the casino that interests you is not on the list? This is not a problem. Each casino review will include the withdrawal time of our expert reviewer. This list provides additional data, including average withdrawal times among our testers.

SUPPORT FOR MULTI-CHANNEL CUSTOMER

Every UK casino site offers some kind of customer service. Casinos can address customer issues via email, phone or live chat depending on which site they are located. These sites are designed for the UK market and you can expect to receive help in fluent English.

Quality casinos need a strong backbone of knowledgeable, responsive support staff. They also help them stand out from their competition. They offer support 24 hours a day and can process payments even on weekends.

Peter Sjoberg (Head of Customer Services at Videoslots) spoke to us about the role of the customer support team in casino gaming.

Despite the many technological and regulatory changes that have occurred in the gambling industry over the past decade, the key elements of the support experience remain the same.

Sjoberg says there is no difference between customers and their needs in support channels.

Great service requires you to go the extra mile, see yourself in the shoes of your customers and listen actively.

Peter Sjoberg is Head of Customer Services at Videoslots

Support teams strive to provide exceptional service. Sjoberg offers a simple tip to help players achieve this goal: "Verify that you are an account holder, and give a detailed description about your query or problem."

Testers have voted for the best casinos

We want to give you a balanced, accurate view of every casino we have listed. You can see what makes each casino unique and what their offerings are. Although the reviews can be very useful in helping to gauge the general sentiment of the community about the casino, they don't address every aspect of it.

We added expert tester reviews to solve this problem. Every casino on this site was tested by professionals in the gaming industry and experienced players. This is how it works:

	Real money deposits
	Try the bonuses
	Explore the site from both your desktop or mobile device
	The games are fun to play
	Get in touch with our customer support team
	Uploading documents
	How to withdraw


This account is based on current user experience. We asked our testers to be honest and not make any snide remarks about the casinos.

Picks from the Industry

Online gambling is highly competitive. There is a rapid pace at which companies emerge and then fade away. It takes hard work and business acumen to become a household name.

There are many industry galas, including The International Gaming Awards (IGA), and eGaming Review.

Nominated, awarded and recognized in many categories are the gaming companies. Many of them are B2B businesses that do not interact with consumers. This is why they are not listed with the best casino operators.

There are some high-quality casinos which often make the top 10 lists year after year. These top-quality online casinos have built a loyal player base and established a solid reputation for providing a great player experience.

	Videoslots
	Unibet
	Rizk
	32Red
	888


Each casino listed has its own recipe for success. They are in the business over a decade, and have the experience to refine their product. Some of them have been in business since the 2000s. The early days of online gambling.

We also want to mention a new casino, MrQ Bingo & Casinos. It was awarded the Rising Star award at the EGR 2019 gala. Since its inception in 2018, it has been one the most popular casinos.

More recent launches can be found on our New Casinos page.

Responsible gaming and online casinos

Responsible gaming is a key part of online casinos. This is something that some casinos do better than others, and they even make it a priority.

The best casinos care about their customers. They will help you if they have the resources and are willing to do so. It is not enough to say you can limit your self.

Kindred Group, for example, places responsible gaming at the top of its priority list. They are working to reduce the revenue they receive from problem gaming to zero. They will educate the players and invest in detection systems. Read more about their journey to zero here.

Online casinos can be fun for both personal and professional enjoyment. Online casinos are not the place to solve your money problems. Gambling is entertainment, not a way to solve financial problems.

You may feel that gambling is not fun anymore. Set limits, take a break or use the self-exclusion function. You should only play with money you can afford to lose. Play safely and responsibly.

FAQ

What is an ONLINE CASINO?

An online casino is a virtual version of a brick-and-mortar casino.

Online casinos let gamblers play different casino games online with real money. There are many game options available, including:

	Online slots
	Traditional casino table games
	Live dealer games streaming from a studio
	Video poker
	Bingo
	Scratch cards
	Sportsbetting
	Virtual sports
	Online lottery and Keno


Online casinos can be accessed 24/7 from any device, including a smartphone or tablet. To find the best casino for you, use our casino selection tool.

How does ONLINE CASINOS differ from LAND-BASED CAINSINOS?

While the core essence of both online and land-based casino sites is the same thing, there are some key differences.

Online casinos:

	There are many more
	Are regularly updated
	Accessible from any device, at any time, on any device, even mobile
	More banking options available
	More games and types of games featured
	A higher return to player percentage (RTP), which is i.e. A smaller house edge
	You can place a wider range of maximum and minimum bets
	Special Offers
	Do not have a dress code


Brick-and-mortar casinos:

	Invest in more social experiences
	Higher minimum and lower maximum wagers
	Lower RTP (i.e. A larger house edge
	A smaller selection of games can be featured
	Offering classic table games as well as older slots
	Offer food and drinks for free, but not bonus money
	Use a d ress code


WHY PLAY IN AN OFFLINE CASINO

Online casinos offer great entertainment. Online casinos offer many advantages over traditional land-based casinos. They include:

	You can play anywhere and anytime
	There are more games
	There are many more casinos to choose from
	A smaller house edge
	Online casino bonuses


You can see our complete comparison of online and land-based casinos in the answer to the question: How does an online casino differ from a traditional casino?

IS IT LEGAL TO PLAY IN ONLINE CASINOS IN THE UK?

Online casinos are legal for UK residents as long as they comply with the following conditions:

	You must be 18 years old or older
	The UK Gambling Commission has licensed the casino


Online gambling is not allowed for minors.

HOW DO I KNOW THAT AN ONLINE CASINO IS NOT A SCAM?

Online casinos that are trustworthy have a valid license from the UK Gambling Commission. They don't hesitate to display it. The footer of a page usually contains the license number and the UKGC logo.

You can also link to the UKGC licensing status page for the casino, which allows you to see any enforcement actions, e.g. fines.

Only licensed online casinos are our partners. You won't find any rogue or scam casinos here.

CAN I PLAY IN CASINOS WITHOUT A UK GAMBLING LICENCE?

Online casinos that do not have a UK license cannot offer their games in Britain. They must be licensed by Gambling Commission in order to accept UK players.

You can only play at UK-licensed casino as a UK player. The UK-licensed casinos have the most stringent gambling regulations on the planet. Casinos in other countries don't have to follow these rules.

All online casinos that you access from the UK will have a valid UK gaming license.

Online casinos that don't hold a UK gambling license but have valid licences from other countries may be available to you if you aren't located in the UK. Estonia and Malta are the most prominent regulators in Europe.

Is it safe to play at online casinos?

Yes. Online gambling is as safe as local gambling if it's done at licensed UK casinos.

The UK Gambling Commission carefully vets all casinos licensed. They must adhere to a set of licensing conditions that are constantly revised and strict.

Only trusted casinos companies are allowed to work with us. We will only recommend safe, reliable and UK-licensed online casino sites. Rogue sites are not allowed to be part of our zero tolerance policy. Casinos found to be acting illegally are removed immediately and blacklisted for life.

You can make your online casino experience more secure by:

	Please carefully read the terms and conditions
	Only play in UK-licensed casinos
	Respect the principles of responsible gambling


For more information, visit our Responsible Gaming page.

ARE ONLINE CASINOS RIGGED?

No. Online casinos that are licensed have games that can be programmed to produce random outcomes. The RTP, or return to player, is a percentage that can be used to win. The return rate for most popular online and table games is between 95-98%.

The games don't have a house edge built in, but that doesn't necessarily mean they are rigged.

To determine the outcome of every round, casino games use a random generator (RNG). These mechanisms are certified by accreditation agencies and tested in independent labs to ensure fairness. Certified games are required for casinos to obtain a gaming license.

Our Casino games page provides more information on concepts such as RTP and RNG.

HOW TO CHOOSE ABOUT DIFFERENT ONLINE CASINO CASINOS

There are many online casinos in the UK. It can be hard to choose the right one, especially for novices.

Personal preferences play an important role in selecting a casino. These are the top things we pay attention:

	Valid casino license from the UK Gambling Commission
	Bank methods
	Selection of games
	Bonuses
	Mobile usability
	User reviews


These are explained in the section Best casino criteria.

ARE THERE ANY ENGLISH CASINO SITES?

Yes. Yes. There are some online casinos that have roots back to the English gambling industry. These are the most popular English casinos sites:

	BetVictor Casino
	Grosvenor Casino


There are also casinos that have a British theme.

	All British Casino
	PlayUK
	UK Casino Club


Click the link to view a detailed review of each casino. This includes insights from casino testers.

CAN I PLAY MONEY ONLINE CASINO GAMES BEFORE DEPOSING REAL MONEY?

Many online casinos allow you to play the game for free before you make a real-money deposit. First, create and verify an account.

Once you feel comfortable playing the game, you can make a real-money deposit.

There are also No Deposit Bonuses that you can take advantage of. These bonuses allow you to play the game at home and give you the chance of winning real money. This link will take to a dedicated page.

CAN YOU GAIN MONEY IN ONLINE CASINOS?

Yes, millions of players all over the globe have played and won real cash repeatedly.

Online casino games are almost entirely based on luck, so there is no skill required. These online casino games include online slots, online scratch cards and online Roulette.

Others games require different levels of skill. Blackjack, sports betting and poker are all skill-based games. Even skill-based games can have a house edge. Even though you can play them well the odds of winning are not in your favor.

Don't gamble with money that you can't afford.

This topic is explored in greater detail on our Casino games page.

ARE MY ONLINE CASINO WINNINGS TAX FREE?

UK players do not have to pay taxes on winnings from a UK-licensed casino. Because the casino license covers all tax, winnings are exempt from tax. Online casinos are required to pay tax but you don't have to.

Hidden taxes may be imposed on winnings by casinos that do not have a UK gambling license.

Only UK-licensed casinos will offer tax-free winnings. Go back to the casino listing and choose the one that interests you.

HOW TO OPEN A PLAYER ACCOUNT IN A ONLINE CASINO

It is easy to open a player account:

	Use our Casino selection tool to choose your casino.
	Complete the registration form with the required details and create a username/password
	Verify your account. The verification link will be sent to you via email or text message (SMS).


After you have verified your account, it is possible to start playing.

What is the KYC CHECK?

Casinos must ensure that they and their players are protected against fraud through rigorous KYC (Know Your Client) procedures. If they find suspicious banking patterns, they may also conduct AML (Anti-Money Laundering), checks.

All casinos in the UK must verify the following information before allowing players to access the games.

	Name
	Address
	Date of birth


Casinos may also need to know where your wealth comes from and ensure that you aren't using any other bank accounts.

WHICH DOCUMENTS DO CASINOS REQUEST?

Casinos may request you to provide documents at some point in your player journey. Casinos may ask you for additional verification if your cumulative withdrawals exceeds PS2,000.

Here is a list of documents that you might be required to submit.

	Photo ID
	Address proof
	You must provide proof of payment method


A proof of ID is required to verify who you are. You will need to present a government-issued photo ID at the casino, such as a driver’s license, ID card, or passport.

Address proof is required to verify where you live. This must be an official letter containing your name and current address. You can not have proof of address older than three months.

Casinos will accept utility bills, bank statements and card statements. These bills are not accepted by casinos.

The casino needs proof of payment method to prove that you are not using another person's bank details. The banking method determines the document that is required.

Take pictures of your debit card's front and back. All four corners of the card should be shown, along with the first 6 digits and last 4 digits. The middle digits of your card and the CVC code should be covered.

E-wallets: Take a screenshot of your account details including your name and email address, as well as the account number.

Bank account: Take a screenshot of the online bank statement and add your name as well as your account details. You can scan or photograph the bank statement letter.
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